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Magnetic interactions in ionic solids are studied using parameter-free methods designed to provide accurate
energy differences associated with quantum states defining the Heisenberg constant J. For a series of ionic
solids including KNiF3, K2NiF4, KCuF3, K2CuF4, and high- Tc parent compound La2CuO4, the J experimental
value is quantitatively reproduced. This result has fundamental implications because J values have been
calculated from a finite cluster model whereas experiments refer to infinite solids. The present study permits us
to firmly establish that in these wide-gap insulators, J is determined from strongly local electronic interactions
involving two magnetic centers only thus providing an ab initio support to commonly used model Hamilto-
nians. @S0163-1829~99!51510-5#Since its introduction by Heisenberg in 1928 ~Ref. 1! and
operator formulation by Dirac and Van Vleck in the early
thirties,2 the spin, or Heisenberg Hamiltonian, has been in-
variably used to describe isotropic magnetic interactions be-
tween localized spin moments. For two particles having total
spin S the Heisenberg Hamiltonian has a simple form
Hˆ Heisenberg52JSˆ 1Sˆ 2 , ~1!
where J is the Heisenberg coupling constant, positive for a
ferromagnetic interaction, and Sˆ 1 and Sˆ 2 are the total spin
operators for centers 1 and 2. This is a purely phenomeno-
logical Hamiltonian. Many authors attempted to derive ~1!
from the exact many-electron nonrelativistic Hamiltonian but
a general proof is still lacking except in the asymptotic
limit.3
The Heisenberg-model Hamiltonian was first introduced
to rationalize ferromagnetic interactions. For two electrons,
or for two particles with spin S5 12 , in two orbitals centered
at well-separated nuclei and described by a single spin
adapted configuration, one may have a singlet and a triplet
electronic states. The triplet energy is the lowest one; the
singlet-triplet gap provides the magnitude of the magnetic
interaction and is given by the so-called exchange integral.
This mechanism is known as direct exchange and J is gen-
erally denoted as an exchange constant. However, this
simple model cannot account for antiferromagnetic interac-
tions in magnetic-center–ligand–magnetic-center, M-L-M,
systems where the energy of the singlet is lower. The exten-
sion of the Heisenberg model to antiferromagnetic coupling
is the Anderson superexchange mechanism.4 The basic idea
is that one must abandon the single configuration description
and go beyond the mean-field approximation. In our ex-
ample, the superexchange mechanism considers that in addi-
tion to the situation where there is one electron per magnetic
center @all neutral M-L-M valence-band ~VB! components of
the electronic wave function# one needs to consider allPRB 590163-1829/99/59~10!/6593~4!/$15.00M 1-L-M 2 instantaneous situations. This is easily general-
ized if one considers that each VB situation is represented by
an electronic configuration. The Anderson model involves
the minimum number of configurations that lead to a quali-
tative description of antiferromagnetism.
The Heisenberg Hamiltonian is commonly used to inter-
pret magnetism in molecular magnets5 or extended solids
with localized spins.6,7 For a molecular magnet the only hy-
pothesis is the reduction of a many-electron system to a net
resulting spin. However for an extended system one needs to
consider at least the interactions among nearest neighbors
and Eq. ~1! becomes
Hˆ Heisenberg52(
^i , j&
JSˆ iSˆ j , ~2!
where the ^i , j& symbol means summation over nearest-
neighbor spins ~or magnetic centers!. Theoretical values for J
are obtained by appropriate mapping of the electronic states
to the Heisenberg Hamiltonian pure spin eigenfunctions.8,9
Similarly, the experimental J values are obtained by fitting
experimental data obtained from neutron diffraction, Raman
scattering, or magnetic susceptibility using equations derived
assuming a suitable Heisenberg model, and spin-orbit and
other relativistic effects or small anisotropies can be intro-
duced as corrections to the model. Therefore, the Heisenberg
Hamiltonian is the bridge between experiment and theory.
A fundamental question is whether J measures a genuine
local two-body interaction or, on the contrary, it is better
described as an effective averaged interaction containing the
collective effects of the extended system. In the latter case it
will be impossible to reproduce the experimental value
through a theoretical treatment unless a suitable representa-
tion of the extended system is used. The answer to this ques-
tion is primordial since it has profound implications in the
description of the electronic structure of the high-Tc super-
conductors. These materials may exhibit strong antiferro-
magnetic character10,11 and superconductor parent com-R6593 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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structure of these fascinating compounds is that of strongly
correlated systems thus precluding the use of the band theory
of solids. The theoretical models used to investigate high-Tc
superconductors often rely on model Hamiltonians which
contain parameters such as the Hubbard on-center two-
electron repulsion integral, U, the hopping integral, t, or the
exchange constant J. In these model Hamiltonians, the pa-
rameters are often extracted from experimental data adding a
certain dose of empiricism to these theoretical approaches.12
These model theories will strengthen their fundamental basis
if the parameters entering into the model Hamiltonian can be
deduced from purely theoretical considerations or ab initio
calculations.
In this paper we will show that it is possible to use so-
phisticated quantum chemical calculations to quantitatively
reproduce the J experimental values in spite of being often a
very small quantity. Moreover, we will show that this is
achieved by employing material models containing two mag-
netic centers only thus opening the way to the ab initio de-
termination of model Hamiltonians. To investigate the local
character of the magnetic coupling in strongly correlated sys-
tems we have chosen a broad family of compounds. These
are KNiF3, K2NiF4, KCuF3, K2CuF4, and the high- Tc par-
ent compound La2CuO4. This list has been chosen because it
includes one-, two-, and three-dimensional ~3D! magnetic
solids where the magnetic dimensionality corresponds either
to the ideal structure or arises from geometric distortion due
to the electronic structure, covers a broad class of magnetic
coupling going from slightly ferromagnetic to moderately
antiferromagnetic and to strongly antiferromagnetic, and in-
cludes systems with either S51 or S5 12 . For each compound
the magnetic coupling constant has been theoretically evalu-
ated by using a cluster model containing a M 2L11 unit,
M5metal ~Cu or Ni! and L5ligand ~F or O!, embedded in an
adequate environment of total ion potentials which represent
the cations near the M 2L11 unit and an array of point charges
which provides a representation of the Madelung potential of
the infinite crystal in the cluster region ~Fig. 1!.
The magnetic coupling constant has been calculated by
making use of the univocal relationship existing between
spin eigenfunctions of the Heisenberg Hamiltonian and the
electronic states of the material model. This one to one cor-
respondence permits us to construct a model space S defined
by the N-electron basis, or Slater determinants, which, for
the material model, expand the spin eigenfunctions that are
isomorphic to the spin eigenfunctions of the Heisenberg
Hamiltonian. Next, an ab initio effective Hamiltonian Hˆ eff,
acting on the model space S, is constructed. Using quasi-
degenerate-perturbation theory one can show that, up to sec-
ond order, the Hˆ eff matrix elements are given by
Hˆ I ,J
eff 5 (
K¹S
^IuHˆ uK&^KuHˆ uJ&
EK
0 2EI
0 ; I ,JPS . ~3!
Notice that among the single and double excitations on de-
terminants belonging to S, only those uK& determinants si-
multaneously interacting with uI& and uJ& contribute to the
off-diagonal elements of Hˆ eff and to the energy difference
between different electronic states. The $uK&% defines the
DDCI2 differential space; DDCI stands for difference dedi-cated configuration interaction and the 2 indicates that the
list only includes excitations, either holes and/or particles,
with at most two inactive orbitals ~doubly occupied or unoc-
cupied ;uI&PS). The DDCI2 list is in principle sufficient
for a correct treatment of magnetic couplings.13 When cova-
lent effects are important, the M -L1-M 2 configurations
~where L is the ligand bridging atom between the metal at-
oms! may play an important role in the superexchange
mechanism. These charge-transfer configurations are already
included in the DDCI2 space as one-hole configurations, but
their effective energy is too high unless instantaneous repo-
larization of these instantaneous physical situations is explic-
itly accounted for. This effect may be introduced by adding
the single excitations of the charge-transfer determinants to
the DDCI2 list. The corresponding determinants imply two
inactive holes and one inactive particle and belong to an
enlarged CI space. This is usually denoted as DDCI3. This
enlarged space includes configurations having up to two
holes–one particle and one hole–two particles in the inactive
orbitals. The present ab initio CI calculations involve the
diagonalization of the Hamiltonian matrix representation in
the DDCI3 space.
From a technical point of view the Slater determinants
have been constructed from a set of one-electron functions,
or spin orbitals, which are determined from a suitable ab
initio variational mean-field calculation to avoid prejudices
in the determination of the magnetic orbitals. This is possible
because the spin orbitals are in turn expanded in basis of
atomic orbitals expressed as a large linear combination of
Gaussian-type functions.14 The only external input in the cal-
culation is the geometry of the material model, taken from
experimental data, and the set of basis functions and effec-
tive core potentials which are derived from atomic ab initio
calculations. The expectation value of the energy for the
FIG. 1. The Ni2F11 cluster model used to represent KNiF3. Simi-
lar models are used for the remaining compounds, the only differ-
ence being the particular crystal structure. Also shown are the total
ion potentials for the nearest K1 and Ni21 cations surrounding the
Ni2F11 cluster. Thick lines link cluster atoms while thin lines link
cluster atom to TIP’s; small dark spheres represent Ni21, small light
spheres K1 cations, and large spheres F2 anions. The overall model
is embedded in an array of point charges ~not shown! to provide a
representation of the Madelung potential.
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PRB 59 R6595LOCAL CHARACTER OF MAGNETIC COUPLING IN . . .TABLE I. Comparison between calculated and experimental values of the magnetic coupling constant for
several structures. Acronyms for experimental techniques are as follows: MS5magnetic susceptibility, ND
5neutron diffraction, RS5Raman scattering; usual experimental error bars are of ;5–10 %.
Compound
Magnetic
order
Experimental
technique
J/K ~exptl.!
value @Ref.#
J/K ~calc.!
Present work
KNiF3 3D Heisenberg AFM MS 289 @23# 286
K2NiF4 2D Heisenberg AFM MS 295 @24# 294
ND 2110 @24#
KCuF3 1D Heisenberg AFM MS 2380 @25# 2363
ND 2390 @26#
ND 2406 @27#
K2CuF4 2D Heisenberg FM MS 117 @28# 114
ND 122 @29#
La2CuO4 2D Heisenberg AFM RS 21485 @30,31# 21680
ND 21555 @32#electronic states involved in the evaluation of J is calculated
by using the exact, nonrelativistic, Hamiltonian and the
DDCI3 wave functions above described. All integrals are
explicitly evaluated and a new computer code15 has been
specifically written to handle the very large expansion defin-
ing the wave function ~for Ni2F11 up to five million determi-
nants are variationally included!.
For the present magnetic materials the mechanisms in the
Anderson model, energies from a CI calculation involving all
the M-L-M and M 1-L-M 2 determinants, give rise to quali-
tative agreement with experiment only.16–18 This is because
many additional physical mechanisms such as kinetic ex-
change, double spin polarization, ligand-to-metal and metal-
to-ligand charge transfer, are neglected.16 Explicit consider-
ation of all these effects, which are precisely those defining
the DDCI2 list in Eq. ~3!, up to second order is normally
insufficient. Semiquantitative agreement with experiment is
achieved when these instantaneous situations are summed up
to infinite order, by diagonalizing the Hamiltonian matrix
representation in the DDCI2 space. Previous works have
shown that these computational schemes permit recovery of
roughly 80% of the magnetic coupling constant in these
compounds.8,9,19 The remaining difference to experiment can
be due to effects arising from the extended nature of these
materials or to the neglect of some physical mechanisms re-
lated to the electronic correlation effects not included in the
DDCI2 computational model. Recent work in many
magnetic-center models does not show any noticeable depen-
dence of the calculated J on the number of explicitly inter-
acting magnetic centers.20
The clue to the missing effects can be found in the non-
orthogonal configuration interaction ~NOCI! calculations of
Van Oosten et al.21 for a series of cuprates. These authors
were able to quantitatively reproduce the magnetic coupling
constant using two magnetic centers only. This is in agree-
ment with the absence of cluster size effects reported in Ref.
20. The only physical effects that are included in the NOCI
approach and not in the previous DDCI2 calculations arise
from the instantaneous orbital relaxation for the physical
situations where a charge transfer to a magnetic center oc-
curs. Unfortunately, the NOCI approach is computationally
too demanding so as to generalize the conclusions to mag-
netic center with SÞ 12 . However, this is readily done in theDDCI3 approach where all instantaneous situations contrib-
uting to these instantaneous orbital relaxation effects are in-
cluded. This inclusion enormously increases the dimension
of the CI matrix with respect to DDCI2 but the results are
really worth the effort. In fact, the DDCI3-calculated J val-
ues for our family of magnetic compounds completely match
the experimental results ~Table I!. The present theoretical
calculations correctly predict the particular orbital ordering22
and ferromagnetic behavior of K2CuF4. An even more quan-
titative description is achieved either for the weak antiferro-
magnets, with J'100 K, or for the strong antiferromagnets
with J being an order of magnitude larger. The excellent
agreement between purely theoretical and experimental val-
ues holds for the 1D, 2D, and 3D magnetic systems. The
conclusion from these results is somewhat surprising because
it means that in the magnetically ordered wide band-gap in-
sulators, the intersite magnetic coupling arises from essen-
tially local electronic interactions. More precisely it means
that in spite of the extended nature of these solids, the mag-
nitude of the magnetic coupling constant does only simulta-
neously involve the two interacting magnetic centers.
The present paper shows that it is possible to use accurate
quantum mechanical calculations to quantitatively predict a
rather elusive quantity such as the magnetic coupling con-
stant. Moreover, it shows that this is a local quantity and,
hence, opens the way to the accurate ab initio determination
of model Hamiltonian parameters which can be used to ex-
plain and explore the electronic structure of strongly corre-
lated systems. In conclusion, the present paper suggests that
many parameters entering into the definition of currently
used model Hamiltonians are in fact purely local and can be
obtained from first principles, thus providing strong theoret-
ical support to these theories widely used to investigate the
electronic structure of the high-Tc superconductors.
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